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NEW YORK: Japan announced that it will lift 
tough COVID restrictions on foreign tourists, 
reopening the borders after two and a half 
years. Speaking at the New York Stock 
Exchange, Prime Minister Fumio Kishida said 
the pandemic had interrupted the free flow of 
people, goods and capital that had helped the 
nation flourish. 

“But from October 11, Japan will relax bor-
der control measures to be on par with the US, 
as well as resume visa-free travel and individual 
travel,” said Kishida, who is in the city for the 
United Nations General Assembly. Japan, along 
with China, has been a holdout in continuing 
tough restrictions on visitors, as much of the 
world has moved on from the pandemic. 

But unlike China, Japan never imposed a 
strict lockdown during the crisis. Tourists who 
come to Japan will enjoy a weak yen, which has 
plummeted so low against the dollar that the 
finance ministry intervened in the currency 
market Thursday for the first time since 1998. 

The return of the visa-waiver program sus-
pended in March 2020 will restore the ease of 
access that saw a record 31.9 million foreign 
visitors to the country in 2019. Since June, 
Japan has allowed tourists to visit in groups 
accompanied by guides, a requirement that was 
further relaxed to include self-guided package 
tours. The cautious approach to reopening has 
been deliberate, said James Brady, Japan analy-
sis lead at US-based consultancy Teneo. 

Kishida “took office a year ago knowing that 
perceived mishandling of the pandemic had 
been a key factor in undermining public confi-
dence” in his predecessor’s government, Brady 
told AFP. 

“He has been extremely careful not to repeat 
those mistakes.” Japan has recorded around 
42,600 coronavirus deaths in total-a vastly 
lower rate than many other countries-and 90 
percent of residents aged 65 and over have had 
three vaccine shots. There is no law requiring 
people to wear masks, but they are still near-
ubiquitous in public places like trains and 
shops, with many Japanese willing to sport 
masks when ill even before the pandemic. 

On the streets of Tokyo, members of the 
public hailed the announcement. “I think it’s a 
good thing to gradually bring foreign tourists 
back here,” said Michio Kano, 76, who runs a 
bar. 

He called for the move to be followed by a 
loosening of anti-COVID rules. “You can’t 
soften the rules on one side for foreigners and 
still say to the Japanese, ‘Don’t do this or that’,” 
he said. Katsunori Mukai, 28, said Japan should 
welcome tourists as long as there are no surges 
in cases. “It’s true that here we still have the 
culture of wearing masks and other things but I 
think that if there is no serious danger of catch-
ing a serious disease in general, people can 
come as many times as they want,” he said. 

While the return of mass tourism should give 

a “slight bump” to Japan’s economy, the bene-
fits are likely to be limited by China’s zero-
COVID policy, Brady, the analyst, said. “Much 
of the economic benefit pre-pandemic came 
from high numbers of Chinese visitors coming 

and spending lots of money on tech products 
(and) cosmetics,” he explained. But “currently, 
Chinese citizens face their own travel restric-
tions at home and won’t be traveling to Japan in 
large numbers.” —AFP 
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NEW YORK: Fumio Kishida (second left), Prime Minister of Japan, stands with John Tuttle (second right), Vice Chairman 
of the NYSE Group before ringing in the closing bell at the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in New York City. —AFP

US can fight inflation  
without sinking  
job market: Yellen 

 
WASHINGTON: It is possible to bring 
down record-high inflation in the United 
States while maintaining a healthy labor 
market, US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen 
said. 

Her comments come a day after the 
Federal Reserve hiked interest rates by 75 
basis points for the third straight time, with 
Fed Chair Jerome Powell warning that cool-
ing inflation would be painful for the US 
economy. But “I believe there is a path 
through this that can succeed in bringing 
down inflation while also maintaining... a 
strong labor market,” Yellen said. “And I very 
much hope that the Fed will be able to suc-
ceed in doing that.” Speaking at the Atlantic 
Festival, Yellen said there is likely “some 
inflationary pressure” caused by the short-
age of workers in the labor market, which 
has driven wages up. 

It’s also the Fed’s job to “address 
demand-supply imbalances,” she said. 

The Fed also updated its economic fore-
casts at the end of its monetary policy meet-
ing Wednesday. It anticipates a slowdown in 
activity caused by the rate hikes, leading to a 
slightly higher increase in unemployment 
than previously predicted. The unemploy-
ment rate is expected to average 3.8 percent 
in 2022, up from a forecast of 3.7 percent. 

It will rise to 4.4 percent next year, up 
from an expected 3.9 percent. 

In August, unemployment had fallen to 
3.7 percent, one of the lowest rates in 50 
years. Some economists believe these fore-
casts are too low. Former Treasury secre-
tary Larry Summers said on Twitter 
Wednesday that unemployment would 
probably have to exceed five percent in 
order to see a strong and sustainable slow-
down in inflation. Yellen acknowledged 
there is a need to “ease some labor market 
pressure,” but she disagreed that the unem-

ployment rate has to increase so much. 
“We can still have a good strong labor 

market without quite so much pressure... on 
wages,” she said. 

Earlier this month, Yellen said there is 
“certainly a risk” of an economic downturn. 
But she noted the US job market is “excep-
tionally strong” with nearly two vacancies 
for every worker looking for a job. The 
United States is still haunted by the specter 
of inflation that lasted for almost a decade in 
the 1970s and 1980s. A World Bank report 
released last week said a worldwide slow-
down accompanied by tighter monetary pol-
icies could trigger a global recession next 
year, with sharp declines in emerging and 
developing countries in particular. 

While economists debate whether the 
cure for inflation might be worse than the 
disease, some disagree over the reasons 
behind the soaring prices. 

US inflation slowed to 6.3 percent in July 
compared to the same month in 2021, 
according to the latest figures from the PCE 
index, which is one tool the Fed uses. The US 
central bank is aiming to bring inflation 
down to around two percent. Another infla-
tion index, the CPI, showed annual inflation 
at 8.3 percent in August.  

Central banks worldwide are using 
aggressive interest rate hikes to lasso gal-
loping inflation, at the risk of pulling down 
the global economy with it. The US Federal 
Reserve and its counterparts in Europe and 
most emerging economies have been raising 
rates this year as consumer prices have 
soared to decades-high levels. 

While higher rates aim to tame runaway 
inflation by slowing economic activity, they 
can cause a recession if borrowing costs 
become too steep for businesses and indi-
viduals. 

“It reminds me what used to happen in 
the Middle Ages: bloodletting,” Nobel laure-
ate economist Joseph Stiglitz told AFP, refer-
ring to the belief at the time that patients 
could be cured from illnesses by making 
them bleed.  

“When they let out the blood, the patient 
didn’t recover, usually, unless a miracle hap-

pened. And so they let out more blood and 
the patient got sicker and sicker,” Stiglitz 
said. “I am afraid that central banks will do 
the same thing now,” he warned. 

Consumer prices began to rise due to 
bottlenecks in supply chains as companies 
struggled to keep up with a pick-up in 
demand after economies began to emerge 
from COVID lockdowns. After repeatedly 
describing inflation as “transitory” last year, 
the Federal Reserve and the European 
Central Bank changed their tune this year as 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine caused energy 
and food prices to soar. Central banks have 
since raised hikes in an almost synchronized 
way, raising concerns that their late and 
aggressive reactions could now do more 
harm than good. “Did the economy really 
need this to slow down?” said Eric Dor, 
director of economic studies at the IESEG 
school of management in France. 

“Inflation itself caused activity to slow 
down,” Dor said. “Households are losing 
their purchasing power, wages increases are 
lower than the inflation rate and (inflation) 
put a brake on consumption.” — AFP 

S Africa signs deals  
for wind energy to  
ease power outages 

 
CAPE TOWN: South Africa on Thursday 
inked the first three of a series of agreements 
with independent producers to supply wind 
energy amid worsening blackouts in the conti-
nent’s most industrialized economy. The coal-
dependent country picked 25 wind and solar 
projects to generate a total of 2,583 mega-
watts, a boost of roughly 4.5 percent on cur-
rent capacity. 

The first projects are not expected to come 
on line before the end of 2024. 

South Africa’s state-owned power utility 
Eskom which has for decades held a monop-
oly on power production and distribution, 
currently generates a dai ly average 
26,000MW of electricity against national 
demand of 32,000MW, according widely 
cited figures. 

The national statistics agency StatsSA said 
in a report earlier that electricity production 
dipped by 7.7 percent in July compared to the 
same time last year. Mineral Resources and 
Energy Minister Gwede Mantashe signed the 
deals on Thursday. Eskom has been imple-
menting power cuts for the past 15 years. 

Ageing and poorly maintained coal-fired 
plants and years of mismanagement and cor-
ruption have left Eskom unable to produce 
enough energy to meet demand. 

South Africa produces 80 percent of its 
electricity from coal. Official data earlier this 
month confirmed that GDP shrank partly 
owing to the energy crisis. President Cyril 
Ramaphosa announced in July that his gov-
ernment would open up to private investments 
in the electricity sector in a desperate attempt 
to end the frustrating cuts. 

He also said the country which already 
imports electricity around 200MW from 
some of its neighbors when the grid is con-
strained, would buy more from Botswana and 
Zambia.  —AFP

WASHINGTON: US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen 
speaks at the Atlantic Festival on September 22, 2022 in 
Washington, DC. — AFP




